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For each of the following questions, the answer should be given as a

single sequence of piped Unix commands. Only the commands described in

lect1-3.pdf should be used. The answers should be given in a single ascii

file, which is what you will turn in.

1. Print the length of the absolute pathname of the current directory.

i5$ pwd | wc -c

16

2. Print the number of files in your directory.

i5$ ls | wc -l

3. Use find to set the creation time of all the files in your directory to

the current time.

i5$ find . -exec touch -m {} \;

4. Create an empty file foo. Use octal modes to make the file non-

executable, and only readable and writeable by you.

i5$ touch foo; chmod 600 foo

5. Print the list of the users logged on with the number of times each is

logged on.

i5$ who | cut -f1 -d’ ’ | sort | uniq -c

1 bws7157

1 mm3572

2 mm64

6. Create a file in the current directory containing exactly lines 2000-3999

of /etc/passwd, each line preceded with its line number in the original

file.
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i5$ cat -n /etc/passwd | tail +2000 | head -2000 > passwd

7. Use octal modes to make the file non-executable, and only readable

and writeable by you.

i5$ chmod 600 passwd

8. Write the names of all users found in this file to users after replacing

upper case letters into lower case ones.

i5$ cat passwd | cut -d’:’ -f 5 | tr -s ’[:upper:]’ ’[:lower:]’ > users

9. Print the 10 most frequent first names in users preceded with their

number of occurrences.

i5$ cat users | cut -d’ ’ -f1 | sort | uniq -c | sort -nr | head -10

93 michael

46 mathew

33 robert

29 wiliam

25 thomas

21 stephen

21 richard

20 mark

18 paul

18 kevin

10. Sort /etc/passwd by the users’ names and print the 15 last userids

after removing all digits.

i5$ sort -t: +4 /etc/passwd | cut -d’:’ -f1 | tr -d [:digit:] | tail -15

zjb

zf

hjs

zna

zk

zl

zw

zx

zl
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zfw

zkb

zv

zhg

zk

zm
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